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Executive Summary
Life is filled with risk. While it can never be eliminated, wise individuals
and organizations dedicate resources to mitigate risk to keep potential
losses under control.
In business, risk management has traditionally been synonymous
with insurance. In IT the focus has been on a technological fix to a
specific problem, often with little previous planning. Clearly such a
shotgun approach to problem solving has major drawbacks including
the potential for inefficient use of available resources. Also in IT, there
tends to be a focus on two subsets of risks - malware and data recovery.
This can often lead to the exclusion of other risks that should also be
focused on. On the other hand, too much risk management can burn
up resources better invested in other areas, so a balance needs to be
struck. Resources need to be allocated carefully to achieve maximum
risk mitigation at minimal cost.
The importance of network management to many areas of IT operational
risk management is often neglected. Certainly its role in managing
potential network problems such as switch failures and overloads is a
major reason for investing in network management software. However, it
also can have a role in identifying other potential problems including the
download of inappropriate material on business networks and prioritizing
various classes of network traffic for optimal business performance. In a
world in which even sub-second delays in transactional traffic can cost,
these can be crucial elements to address.
A comprehensive detailed examination of risks facing IT can be found
in Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (CobiT)
available from the Information Systems Audit and Control Association
(ISACA) at www.isaca.org/CobiT. This paper focuses on risks associated
with IT and, in particular, network operations. It presents a three-step
approach for identifying, rating and planning an overall IT operational
risk mitigation strategy. In the process, it outlines the business case for
network monitoring as a key player in that strategy.
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Classifying It Operational Risks
The bad news: it is impossible to eliminate risks. The goal of risk management is to
identify the problems that can and should be managed and to reduce those exposures
to a level that the business can accept. This leaves residual risks that can be accepted
as a cost of doing business.
For small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs) some unlikely but potentially devastating
risks might have to be accepted because the business lacks the resources to mitigate
them.
Unfortunately, small to medium IT organizations often take a threatbased approach to
security without any real forward-looking risk management. Network-borne computer
viruses become a threat, so IT installs anti-virus software; intrusions become a threat, so
IT installs a firewall to protect from the outside, and so on.
This approach has two major problems:
• First, it is myopic: It focuses on just a subset of the total risk portfolio - usually those
with technology fixes.
• Second, it is piecemeal and reactive: It results in a proliferation of devices and services, each focused on a single problem, with no central management, an IT group
that is constantly “putting out fires” can never get ahead. It needs to take a step back
and develop a risk plan.

Risk Classes
IT faces three major classes of operational risk:

TECHNOLOGY RISKS

These are traditional IT concerns ranging from equipment failures through network-borne
computer viruses and worms to more exotic issues such as denial-of-service attacks, intrusion attempts and “war walkers” accessing wireless networks from outside the building.
Many of the remedies to these problems are also technologybased, but strong policies
are also important. Enforcing a rule that portable devices run strong firewall and anti-virus systems is an obvious policy. Another could include a rule that employees cannot
install their own uncontrolled, and often unprotected, WiFi nodes.
A strong network monitoring tool, such as Paessler‘s PRTG Network Monitor, can provide early warning of unusual, suspicious activity on the network and pinpoint the source
of that traffic.

LEGAL AND PERSONNEL RISKS

These include compliance issues such as preparing for possible legal discovery requirements which might include email collection for civil suits; employees downloading inappropriate material from the Internet which could create hostile workplace suits; and
potential sabotage or espionage by employees.
These kinds of threats are harder to manage because technology cannot provide clearcut solutions. Strong personnel policies and good management are keys to mitigating
these risks.
Managers should be trained in good management techniques. The presumption that
a good employee can be promoted to management and automatically become a good
manager is a common mistake.
However, network management can also provide clues to some potential problems.
Some of them might be detected by a tool such as Paessler‘s PRTG Network Monitor,
which provides live monitoring of network traffic and bandwidth usage classifications.
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NATURAL AND MAN-MADE
DISASTERS

Floods, earthquakes, large storms – while much less likely occurrences, can be devastating. Defining adequate strategies for managing these risks is one of the most difficult
tasks of risk management.
A variety of strategies are available at different prices and with varying levels of protection. They should be judged in the context of the overall situation of the business.
However, disaster management should start with common sense. In today‘s networked
world, even relatively small organizations can locate their data centers away from disaster-prone areas and in a modern, physically secure facility (possibly shared with other
businesses) or can turn vital IT functionality over to outsourcers or Software-asa- Service
(SaaS) providers that can enable a greater level of security than the business can inhouse.
Again, this makes network management tools such as Paessler’s PRTG Network Monitor
an important tool in managing such risks. In both cases the importance of the network,
including the Internet last mile, becomes central to delivering those IT services to the
business.

A three Step Plan
While many smaller IT shops are guilty of not planning at all, it is equally important to
avoid over planning. For SMEs, and even some larger shops, risk management planning
can be a fairly informal, spreadsheet-type exercise.

STEP 1: LIST AND RANK RISKS
ACCORDING TO BUSINESS
COST

The first step in this exercise is to identify the main risks under each of the three categories. Standard risk lists are available and one of the most complete is part of the IT
governance framework CobiT, but these could be overwhelming covering a wide range of
topics beyond those that the IT organization might want to include. Each project involves
a range of risks of its own including the possibility that the job is never completed or that
it is completed poorly, or runs over-budget and over-schedule.
While developing a comprehensive list of risks can be fairly easy, rating them according
to potential business cost and importance is much more difficult. While lists of risks are
universal, business costs can vary widely between organizations. For instance, financial
traders cannot tolerate even small delays in transmission of transactions, but a manufacturer might be tolerant of order processing delays and may need high performance
from its ERP system. This means estimating the total business cost of each risk can be
difficult. Planners will want to consult business executives to discover what guidance
could be offered from any associations in their industry and colleagues from other organizations in the same vertical market.
While the estimate does not have to be precise, having one is important. It will be the
basis for determining how much should be invested in mitigation. It needs to be determined what focus should be applied to protecting the organization against the basic
threats such as viruses and worms.
However, other important planning questions must be asked. How much should be
spent on the basics compared with other risks? When does the investment reach a point
of diminishing returns? The answers to these vital planning questions depend, in part,
on the cost of damage from these IT pests. Event probability also must be factored into
the picture. Viruses are a constant issue but individually have a small cost to fix and
don’t cause major disruption. A major disaster has a low probability, but can devastate
a business.
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STEP 2: PRICING MITIGATION

This does not have to be exact and should not involve writing request for proposal (RFP)
documents. Estimates based on Internet research and past experience are good enough.
Planners should keep in mind that costs will include staff availability and time as well as
money spent. Some cases are straightforward where mitigation involves buying and installing a hardware or software solution. In others, and particularly in the case of disaster
recovery, a variety of strategies with widely varying costs and effectiveness are available.
Determining which is best for any organization depends on a variety of factors:
• Tolerance for long periods of downtime
• Available resources for problem solving
• Ability to survive a major disaster
A small business unable to survive a disaster would be wasting money on a remote-site
data recovery (DR) solution. Alternatively, if all the company can afford is tape backup
and storage in a vault, then that becomes the company’s DR solution, whether it fits the
organization‘s true DR needs or not. However, more creative solutions such as using a
SaaS provider or DR outsourcers are important options to consider
Planners might also find that the cost of mitigating some risks is actually higher than the
estimated potential loss. In this case, mitigation might not be worth the investment. The
company‘s relative tolerance to risk, as expressed by senior management, should also
be taken into account in determining the mitigation strategy.

STEP 3: MULTI-YEAR
PLANNING

Mitigation is an ongoing effort largely because available resources always fall short of
needs, making multi-year planning a necessity. The risks change over time, so fresh
approaches need to be considered constantly. The risk of viruses is a constant, but the
actual viruses change. So while an organization might be a veteran in dealing with such
a risk, there is a need to be constantly vigilant.
New risk, such as wireless networks and war walkers can appear at any stage, and
business activities such as expanding into new markets and industry segments or acquisitions will alter the basic risk picture.

The larger Picture:
Risk Mitigration and the Network
Risk management planners need to consider how the entire network functions when
working on mitigation solutions and factor other in other IT planning issues. More than
costs need to be considered when thinking of risk mitigation, such as when choosing
between using in-houses services or contracting out. Often decisions are made on the
basis of relative cost, availability of specific knowledge and skills or internal politics.
However, careful decision-making can be an effective way to change the overall risk
exposure picture. The vendor takes on some risks, such as data security and DR, but in
turn the company accepts the risk that the vendor may fail to meet service level agreements (SLAs) or that the agreed-to SLAs will not meet the organization‘s needs over time.
If IT can reduce its investment in some areas of risk mitigation, it will need to invest in
managing the services on which the business now depends.
Network management is another important tool that is often underutilized for risk mitigation. This technology‘s association with some areas of risk, primarily network component
failures and management of hot spares and switchovers, is obvious and usually a main
reason for installing a network management suite. However, it has indirect uses for
managing other areas of risk management as well.
One major area associated with network risk is transmission delay caused by traffic
overloads.
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VoIP is notoriously sensitive to delays, and the introduction of VoIP into a network is
accompanied by traffic prioritization to ensure that voice packets are not delayed by
other data movement. Other applications can be just as sensitive to delays in data transmission. For instance, chronic delays in transmission of transactional traffic can add
up to financial losses for some industries like airlines along with currency, stock and
commodities trading.
In today‘s highly automated, realtime factories, chronic small delays in data transmission
can slow production lines, causing production losses. The loss of automated order or
shipping data in JIT (just-intime) supply environments can be disastrous. So in many
production environments, strong network management can achieve ROI simply by ensuring that vital data is not delayed.
Good network management can also help to identify the causes of data congestion and
other issues in a system. In today‘s highly mobile environment, with management and
increasing numbers of knowledge workers carrying laptops and other devices used outside the protection of the corporate network, the danger of malware being transported
inside the enterprise firewalls by legitimate employees is escalating.
Often the first indication of the presence of such risks – a zombie sending out masses of
spam or denial-of-service messages; or a worm propagating itself through the organization  – is a spike in network traffic picked up by network management tools. These are also
often the primary tools for tracking the problems to their sources so they can be shut down.

WIFI NETWORKS ADD
SEVERAL RISKS

IT loses a great deal of control over what devices are connected to the network, bringing
risks ranging from incompatibility between applications and end-user mobile devices
to network access by visitors and other unauthorized individuals. The network often
extends beyond the physical walls of the building which makes it potentially vulnerable
to war drivers or walkers who access the network, and possibly corporate applications
and data, from the sidewalk or parking lot.
WiFi modems are notoriously easy to attach to a network. Network administrators often
discover unauthorized WiFi networks cropping up across an office as employees plug wireless modems into the network in their offices. Often these employees do not bother to activate the WiFi modem‘s access controls, opening a potential route for outsiders to bypass
corporate firewalls and perpetrate intrusions or plant malware throughout the enterprise.
Strong network management can help IT identify and counter potential wireless network
risks and keep the wireless environment under control. Close monitoring of network
traffic levels is particularly important today because of a major shift in business data
types and volumes. Alphanumeric data, which, until recently has dominated knowledge
worker traffic, is now being supplemented with increasing amounts of graphic and digital
audio and video. This can easily overload networks sized for alpha-numeric office data.
It is difficult to identify legitimate business traffic from simple amusement or worse,
something that might create a hostile workplace situation.
While sites such as YouTube are often the source of this traffic, an increasing amount is
legitimate. For instance, businesses are replacing business travel with teleconferences
and video conferencing, sometimes from office studios and also directly from individual
desks. This can save the company large amounts of money spent on travel, boost employee productivity by eliminating travel time, boost employee morale, and reduce the
corporate carbon footprint.
The fast growth in such traffic, which will only accelerate as fuel prices and the real costs
of traveling rise, can increase the risk of network traffic spikes that can degrade service
across the network. A good network management tool which can project growth patterns
in use of network devices, such as Paessler‘s PRTG Network Monitor, is the first line of
defense against this kind of risk and can plan an important role both in monitoring fast
network traffic growth and providing data for planning increases in network capacity.
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Risk Management and Paessler
With PRTG Network Monitor Paessler offers a comprehensive network monitoring
solution for companies of all sizes to provide more detailed visibility into critical parts of
their networks.

PRTG NETWORK MONITOR

PRTG is an easy to use monitoring solution that helps organizations monitor critical
IT resources and detect systems failures or performance problems immediately, minimizing downtime and its economic impact. Long-term usage trends for devices and
applications can also be used to optimize IT environments. Remote network monitoring
and management is possible via Web browsers and mobile apps for iOS, Android and
Windows devices.

Conclusion
Ultimately there are no guarantees. Life is risky, and a certain amount of risk has to be
accepted by any organization. Risk management is not about guaranteeing that nothing
bad can happen, because even the most secure environments experience problems.
Instead, the aim of risk management is to reduce exposure to an acceptable level that
is both affordable and survivable. If IT can manage that, then it can consider its risk
management program successful.

ABOUT PAESSLER AG
Paessler AG leads the industry in providing the most powerful, affordable and easy-touse network monitoring and testing solutions. The company’s suite of just-right software
products deliver peace of mind, confidence and convenience for businesses of all sizes – from Small Office/Home Office (SOHO) to large enterprises, including more than
70% of the Fortune 100 companies. Based in Nuremberg, Germany, Paessler’s global
reach includes more than 150,000 active installations of its products. Founded in 1997,
Paessler AG remains a privately held company and is recognized as both a member of
the Cisco Developer Network and a VMware Technology Alliance Partner.
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Freeware and Free Trial versions of all products can be
downloaded from www.paessler.com/prtg/download.
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